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THE DOURO RIVER BASIN: PRESSURES AND

WATER USES

– largest basin in the Iberian Peninsula (Spanish part: 78.886 
km2)

– Traditionally regarded as water abundant, but:
• Water supply shrinking due to CC (13 308 million m3/year over 

1940–2018; 12 311 million m3/year over 1980–2018; -7.5 %

• Water demand on the rise (3 446 million m3/year)

• WEI: 34.1% (>20%, water scarce, and close to severe scarcity)

– Agriculture: 89.4% of uses; BUT also:
• 10% of regional employment (national: 5%)

• 5.5% of GDP (national: 2.7%)

• >50% of the Douro RB is farmland, 9% of which irrigated



THE DOURO RIVER BASIN: PRESSURES

AND WATER USES

How to address the 
amplifying supply-
demand gap?



A TALE OF ENGINEERING…

• Traditional response to scarcity: expand the supply base



…THAT IS COMING TO AN END

New dams are increasingly costly (environmental concerns, good spots 
already used); and the additional supply obtained increasingly low. This
erodes their economic viability



CHALLENGES

–Shifting paradigm
• From harnessing nature to expand economic 

growth (SUPPLY-based)…
• …to realizing the limits of nature and reallocating 

available resources to ensure sustainable growth
(DEMAND-based)

–The challenge: reallocations imply tradeoffs
• Someone will be left worse-off; some other 

better-off

–Most popular reallocation policies: caps, pricing
• Example for agriculture:



-Caps and 
prices save
water for the
environment

-But have a 
negative and 
asymmetric
economic
impact…



-Pricing is more 
efficient
(profitable
farmers can pay
and irrigate)
-Pricing is less
equitable (less
profitable
farmers cannot
irrigate)
-Pricing raises tax
revenue –
decoupled
compensation
mechanisms - PES 
(+CAP)



CHALLENGES

–Do we know how much to charge?
• Finacial costs are known

• Resource costs?

• Environmental costs?



CHALLENGES

GVA losses

Resource costs

Recovering 
resource costs 
can lead to non-
trivial GVA losses



CONCLUSIONS

–Supply-side measures are expensive and 
increasingly ineffective, but politically
expedient

–Demand-side policies are inexpensive and 
effective, but politically (very) costly

–Compensation mechanisms Will be 
necessary
• BUT they cannot interfere with water

reallocation policies! (decoupling)
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